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Abstract Among the many abnormally expressed proteins
in ovarian cancer, the prominent cancer in women, ID1
(inhibitors of DNA binding protein 1) is a potential one
among other several targets. Interaction of ID1 with ETS-1
(transcriptional activator of p16INK4a) suppresses the tran-
scription of p16INK4a and causes abnormal cell proliferation.
A peptide aptamer (ID1/3-PA7) has been designed to pre-
vent this interaction and thereby leading to the transcription
of p16INK4a. However, the structural basis behind the mo-
lecular interaction of ID1 with ETS-1 (agonist) and ID1/3-
PA7 (antagonist) is poorly understood. In order to under-
stand this structural recognition and their interaction mech-
anism, in silico methods were used. From this interaction
analysis, the residues of ETS-1 involved in interaction with
the p16INK4a promoter were found to be targeted by ID1.
Subsequently, ETS-1 binding residues of ID1 were found to
be targeted by its aptamer- ID1/3-PA7. These results suggest
that both ETS-1 and ID1/3-PA7 binds at the same region
harbored by the residues-H97, D100, R103, D104, L107,
A144, C145, D149, D150 and C154 of ID1. All these
observations correlate with the experimental reports, sug-
gesting that the identified residues might play a crucial role
in promulgating the oncogenic effects of ID1. In silico
alanine scanning mutagenesis also confirms the role of
identified hot spot residues in p16INK4a regulation. Finally,

the molecular dynamic simulation studies reveal the pro-
longed stability of the aforementioned interacting complexes.
The obtained results throw light on the structure and residues
of ID1 involved in transcriptional regulation of p16INK4a.
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Introduction

Ovarian cancer is a highly lethal disease and leading cause
for death among the women population [1]. Though, the
molecular origin for the development of ovarian cancer is
not clear, yet the previous studies showed the involvement
of several potential targets in the regulation of tumor sup-
pressor genes. Tumorous conditions result due to varied
reasons, of which the transcriptional shut down of certain
essential genes, are commonly observed in many cases. In
the molecular events mediated in ovarian cancer, suppres-
sion of the p16INK4a, a cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 2A
(CDKN2A), results in the cell cycle progression and asso-
ciated abnormal cell proliferation. The transcriptional sup-
pression of p16INK4a was achieved through the inhibition of
ETS-1 and ETS-2 by ID1 [2].

ID1 belongs to the family of DNA binding inhibitor
proteins (ID1-4), which were identified as the new members
of basic helix-loop-helix (HLH) family of transcriptional
regulators [3–7]. In general, HLH family proteins have a
characteristic HLH dimerization domain, composed of am-
phipathic helices and a DNA binding domain [8–11]. Mem-
bers of HLH family are grouped into two classes: class A
bHLH, also known as E proteins (E12, E47, HEB, and E2-2)
[12–17] and class B bHLH proteins (MyoD, myogenin,
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NeuroD/BETA2, MASH, HAND and TAL) [14, 18]. Hetero-
dimerization of these HLH proteins with other transcriptional
regulators are found to mediate cell proliferation and are
essential for progression of cell lineages [19–21]. The HLH
domain in these proteins is essential for heterodimerization
and is followed by a DNA binding domain, for interaction
with the promoter regions of DNA. ID proteins are found to
lack this DNA binding domain [3], yet are found to hetero-
dimerize with both members of HLH family and prevents them
from association with their target genes. By doing so, ID pro-
teins inhibit various cellular processes including apoptosis and
also are found to inhibit cell differentiation. The heterodimeriza-
tion of ID1 with its partners is harbored by the hydrophobic
residues (M69, Y73, L76, V89, V92, I94, L95, V98, I99, Y101,
I102 and L107) and positive charged residues (N70, K88 and
K91) of HLHmotif which are highly conserved in HLH protein
family. The mutagenesis study on ID protein against E47 and
MyoD shows that these residues play an important role in HLH
motif stability and hetero-dimerization with other HLH motif
proteins [22]. Moreover residues such as M69, N70, C72, Y73,
S74, L76, I79, V80, P81, P84, S90, E93, I94, L95, Q96, V98,
I99, D100, Y101, I102, D104, L105 and Q106 are found to be
conserved among the ID protein family [23].

The heterodimerization of ID1 with the ETS-1, a member
of E26 transcription factor family, found to switch off the
expression of a tumor suppressor gene p16INK4a [2, 3, 24].
ETS-1 comprise ETS domain (331–415) with a winged
helix-turn-helix (368–397) element, which is responsible
to interact with promoter region of their respective target
genes. The members of ETS family, binds with the specific
promoter E-boxes (GGAA/T core motif) of their target
genes [25] and regulates their transcription which in turn
mediates various cellular events leading to the uncontrolled
cellular growth. Similarly, ETS-1 binds with p16INK4a pro-
moter region of -101 AGGAAG -106 and expresses the
tumor suppressor protein p16INK4a. By direct association
with ETS-1 winged helix-turn-helix element, ID prevents
it from binding with the E-box of p16INK4a promoter region
and consequently inhibits the expression of p16INK4a [26].
This leads to the functional activation of CDKs and as a
result, it propagates the cell progression and cell differenti-
ation. Under abnormal expression of ID1, this function was
found to result in tumorous conditions in the cell. The
functional inactivation of ID1 was observed upon its asso-
ciation with a novel 20 amino acid containing peptide
aptamer (ID1/3-PA7). This interaction has prevented ID1
from binding with ETS-1 and subsequently, the cell cycle
arrest was observed to take place [27, 28]. ID1 protein is the
most potent one among ID proteins, frequently found in
many types of human cancer such as breast [29], cervical
[30], head and neck [31], pancreas [32] and prostate cancer
[33]. Ovarian cancer samples are found to express over
70 % of ID1 protein, which is associated with cancer cell

proliferation and resistance against apoptosis through upre-
gulation of EGFR [34]. All these observations have made
ID1 a potential tumor marker and an attractive drug target.

The precise understanding of the structural mechanism
behind the interactions involved by ID1 might lead to the
design of specific inhibitors. The availability of a three-
dimensional structure is essential for understanding the
structural mechanism behind the interaction of ID1 protein,
yet its structure was still unidentified. In order to investigate
the structural mechanism of interaction between ID1 pro-
teins with its partner ETS-1, we have predicted its three-
dimensional structure using several in silico protocols and
have performed in silico interaction analysis between them
to identify the potential hot spot residues involved in their
interactions. Initially, the in silico interaction between ETS-1
with the promoter region of p16INK4a was performed to identify
the residues of ETS-1 involved in DNA binding, later through
the docking studies between ID1 and ETS-1, the potential
residues of ETS-1 were identified. Finally, the interaction stud-
ies between ID1 and its peptide aptamer was used to identify
the potential hot spot residues of ID1. All these identified
residues were then mutated to alanine and their active role in
interactions were confirmed. The obtained results identify the
potential residues of ID1 involved in interaction of ETS-1 and
also provide details on the structural parameters essential for its
interaction with its peptide aptamer, which might be used in the
design of specific inhibitors in future.

Materials and methods

Tertiary structure prediction

The protein sequence of ID1 (155aa, UniProtKB accession
number: P41134) was retrieved from UniProt (http://
www.uniprot.org). A Protein BLAST search was carried
out against the PDB database (PDB, http://www.rscb.org/
pdb/) to detect the most suitable template for homology
modeling. This result revealed the absence of homologous
proteins of known atomic structure for the sequence of ID1.
However, the HLH motif of ID1 showed 31 % sequence
similarity with MyoD (PDB ID: 1MDY) atomic structure,
which also comes under HLH motif family. In order to
determine the N and C terminal regions of ID1, which
contributes to the functional orientation of HLH motif for
interacting with its interacting partner, the full length of the
ID1 protein is modeled using I-TASSER server [35, 36]. In
this method, the ID1 sequence is threaded along all available
PDB structures to look for the possible folds by using four
simple variants of PPA methods, such analysis showed two
hits, E47 (PDB ID: 2QL2) and MyoD for HLH domain of
ID1. Hence their structural coordinates were used for the
prediction of HLH region (66–106), while the unaligned
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regions (N-ter 1–50 and C-ter 116–155) of ID1 are built by ab
initio method. Finally, the model is refined by replica-
exchange Monte Carlo simulation. To verify the modeled
ID1, the secondary structure was also predicted using
PSIPRED [37] online tool and compared with three-
dimensional structure of ID1 and analyzed (supplementary
Fig. 1).

Peptide aptamer ID1/3-PA7 [27] was built using Discov-
ery studio 3.0 module build and edit protein, in which build
action is set to create and grow chain, and conformation is
set to right-handed α-helix. The initial structure of the
peptide is set to right-handed α-helix based on their second-
ary structural prediction using PSIPRED (Supplementary
Fig. 2). Then the structure was minimized using CHARMm
force field using electrostatics spherical cutoff and the smart
minimizer algorithms with max steps of 200.

Molecular dynamics simulation (MDS) of modeled ID1
and aptamer ID1/3-PA7

The GROMACS 4.5.1 molecular dynamics package [38,
39] and Amber99sb-ILDN force field [40] was used to
analyze the modeled ID1 and aptamer ID1/3-PA7 stability.
The protein and peptide models were solvated with SPC216
water model that extend to 1.00 and 1.50 nm cubic box
respectively from the molecule and the edge of the box.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all direction.
In both the systems the total charge is zero. The maximum
of 50,000 energy minimization steps was carried out for the
constructed protein and peptide models using a steepest
descent algorithm with a tolerance of 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-1.
Consequently, 50,000 steps of a conjugate gradient algorithm
are also used to minimize the protein and peptide models with
a tolerance of 1000 kJmol-1 nm-1. For long-range interactions,
the PME [41] method was used with a 1.2 nm cut-off and a
Fourier spacing of 0.16 nm. The solvated and minimized
systemwere considered a reasonable one in terms of geometry
and solvent orientation and used for further simulation steps.
All bond angles were constrained with LINCS algorithm [42],
while the geometry of the water molecules was constrained
with SETTLE algorithm [43]. V-rescale weak coupling meth-
od was used to regulate the temperature (310 K), while the
Parrinello-Rahman method [44] was used to set the pressure
(1 atm) of the system. The position restrains (PR)MD for both
NVT (constant number of particles, volume and temperature)
and NPT (constant number of particles, pressure and temper-
ature) were carried out for 100 ps. The results of such a PR
method show that the temperature, pressure, density and total
energy of the system were well equilibrated. This pre-
equilibrated system was later used in the 50000 ps (50 ns)
production MDS with a time-step of 2 fs. Structural coordi-
nates were saved every 2 ps and analyzed using the analytical
tool in the GROMACS package. The above mentioned

protocol is referred from our previous work with some mod-
ifications [45]. The computation was performed using Tesla
Server with 2 x Intel Xeon Quad-Core processor running at
2.4 GHz on a CentOS Linux-based operating system. The
refined models were validated using the structural analysis
and verification server (SAVES) which include PROCHECK
[46] and ERRAT [47].

Molecular docking of ID1-ETS-1 and ID1-ID1/3-PA7
complex

In order to find the hotspot residues which are responsible
for the agonist activity of ID1 against ETS1 and peptide
aptamer ID1/3-PA7 against ID1, the protein-protein docking
analysis was performed in High Ambiguity Driven Bio-
molecular Docking (HADDOCK v2.0) [48, 49] in combi-
nation with CNS v1.2. The ensemble docking was carried
out by providing the structural ensemble of ID1 conforma-
tions taken at 2 ns interval from the equilibrated 10th–50th
ns trajectory of ID1. Similarly, for ID1/3-PA7, the ensemble
holding conformations taken at 2 ns interval of total 50 ns
simulation was used as an input for performing ID1- ID1/3-
PA7 docking studies. These ensemble conformations of ID1
and peptide aptamer ID1/3-PA7 from the MDS and ETS1
structure (PDB ID: 1GVJ) from RCSB were selected and
prepared by using protein preparation Wizard of the Schrö-
dinger 2010 suite (Schrödinger LLC, New York, USA)
which was subsequently used for docking studies. Because
of this, the HLH (66–106) motif of ID1, which is proven to
interact with ETS1, the full length of peptide aptamer ID1/3-
PA7 and ETS DNA binding site (331–415) of ETS1 [50, 51]
were defined as an active site and their surface neighbors as
passive residues. The standard and default protein-protein
docking protocol comprises three stages, complex genera-
tion and orientational optimization, semi flexible docking
and refinement in explicit solvent. The amino acids residues
at the interface were considered as flexible segments and
defined using the ambiguous interaction restraints (AIRs) ±2
sequential residues for flexible docking. This program
employs 1000 independent rigid-body minimization leading
to 1000 docked complexes. Based on their intermolecular
energy (sum of the Van der Waals [VdW], electrostatic and
AIR energy terms), the best of 200 were then subjected to
semi-flexible simulated annealing (SA) in torsional space.
Finally, each of these best structures obtained from the semi-
flexible simulated annealing were refined in an explicit
(TIP3) 8 Å water layer. The ensembles of docking confor-
mation complexes were obtained using backbone root mean
square deviation (RMSD) cut-off of 7.5 Å. Then, the best
lowest intermolecular energy clusters were selected for man-
ual analysis, in which the non-bonded (hydrogen bond and
VdW contacts) intermolecular interaction was analyzed with
DIMPLOT software, which is part of the LIGPLOT package
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[52], using the default parameters, including the heavy-atom
distance cut-off for non-bonded contacts: 3.9 Å; proton–
acceptor and donor–acceptor distance cut-offs: 2.7 and
3.35 Å, respectively; minimum angle [D–H–A, H–A–AA,
D–A–AA] for hydrogen bonds: 90°. All parameters used in
the above mentioned protocol are referred from our previous
work [45, 53].

Alanine scanning mutagenesis

In order to find the crucial role played by the hotspot
residues of ID1 interacting with ETS1 and peptide aptamer
ID1/3-PA7 the best structural complex of ID1-ETS1 and
ID1-ID1/3-PA7 is submitted to DrugScorePPI web server.
This server automatically scans for the interface residues
of given bio-molecular complexes. First it computes ΔGWT

(wild type) and mutates one of the interface residues to
alanine then calculates the ΔGMUT (mutant type) which
allows subsequent calculation of ΔΔG (change in binding
free energy) by subtracting the ΔGWT from the ΔGMUT. This
procedure will be continued until all the interface residues
ΔΔG are calculated [54]. From the results, the hot spot
residues will be identified.

Molecular dynamics simulation of ID1-ETS-1 and ID1-ID1/
3-PA7 complex

The best and lowest energy complexes of ID1-ETS1 and
ID1-ID1/3-PA7 obtained from protein-protein interacting
studies were subjected to molecular dynamics simulation
using the earlier defined parameters for 50 ns (50,000 ps)
production MD run. The lowest potential energy conforma-
tions of the complexes were selected from the 50 ns MDS
trajectory. The analysis part was done using the programs
build within the GROMACS package. The abovementioned
MD protocol was used and all calculations were performed
in a TESLA server.

Results and discussion

Molecular structure of ID1

ID1 has an HLH domain (66–106) which is conserved
throughout the ID super family proteins (ID1 to ID4) and
a motif for nuclear export signal (98–111). Identifying the
potential candidate protein for homology modeling is not
feasible in the case of full length structure predicition of ID1
protein, due to the absence of homologous proteins. How-
ever, the HLH motif of ID1 was found to have 31 % sim-
ilarity with MyoD HLH protein [10]. In order to obtain the
reliable full-length model of ID1, the I-TASSER fold rec-
ognition method was used.

Amidst the various obtained models, one with the TM-
score of 0.37±0.12 (nearly equivalent to the expected score
of >0.5, indicating the model of reliable topology) was
selected for further analysis.

The predicted model of ID1 contains five helices α1 to
α5 with four long coils connecting the helices. The regions
of α-helices are α1 (3–12), α2 (28–41), α3 (54–79), α4
(91–115) and α5 (131–143) are shown in Fig. 1a. The PTLP
motif at the beginning of a variable loop region (80–90),
which separates the α3 and α4 initiates the dimerization
specificity of ID1 [23, 55]. The phosphorylation of ID1 at
Ser111 by casein kinase II is not found to affect the ability of
the ID1 hetero-dimerization with other HLH factors [56].
Hence, in our study, we used un-phosphorylated ID1 for
consequent analysis. In general, ID proteins are very short-
lived (20–60 minutes depending on the cell type) and are
stabilized by formation of dimers with other HLH factors
[57, 58].

HLH motif

The three-dimensional structure of ID1 HLH motif is more
significant for its dimerization capability with ETS-1 and
ETS-2, which in turn inhibits the expression of p16INK4a

leading to ovarian cancer. Hence, the HLH motif of ID1 is
predicted by using the structural information of HLH motif
containing E47 and MyoD proteins through, I-TASSER
modeling server. The predicted HLH motif of ID1 has about
0.638 and 0.719 Å RMSD with crystallographic structure of
E47 and MyoD respectively (Fig. 1b).

The HLH motif of ID1 has two α helices (α3 and α4)
connected by a short loop (80–90). In general, the sequence
similarity searches reveal the presence of HLH motif in the
region 66–106 of ID1, whereas, in ID1, the helices were
observed to be formed (54–115) even beyond these regions.
Hence, this region (54–115) was termed as the extended
helical region and this observation was confirmed through
experimental analysis. The helical nature of α4 is enhanced
by the presence of the loop and α3 which is proven by
experimental analysis [23]. In accordance to that, three-
dimensional structure of α4 is stabilized by forming three
hydrogen bonds and VdW interactions with α3 and variable
loop region. Accordingly, the K91, E93 and H97 of α4
make hydrogen bond interactions with N70 of α3 and S90
and T82 of a variable loop region with a distance of 3.12,
2.96 and 2.79 Å respectively. In addition to that, the K91
CD of α4 makes C-H-π interaction with phenyl ring (Cg:
CD1, CE1, CZ, CE2, CD2 and CG) of Y73 with a distance
of 3.31 Å also found to be stabilized α4 helical segment.
Moreover, the residues M69, Y73, L76, K77, V80, T82,
V89 and S90 of α3 and variable loop region makes strong
VdW interactions with K91, E93, I94, L95, H97, V98 and
Y101 of α4. All these interactions play a significant role in
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the stabilization of α4 helical segment, which is described in
Fig. 1c.

N-terminal α1

The N-terminal α1 is formed by the residues (Nter-VASG-
STATAA-Cter) V3 through A12 and have three turns in
length. In contrast with the secondary structure prediction
by PSIRPED (supplementary Fig. 1), this region adopts an
alpha helical conformation in three-dimensional space by
using necessary classical hydrogen bonding pattern. The
hydrogen bonding, VdW and hydrophobic forces formed
within the alpha helices and between the helices, contribute
to the protein stability and act as a principal determinant of
protein conformation. Accordingly, α1 hydrophobic residue

V3 makes C-H-O interaction with D68 of α3 by a contact
distance of 3.52 Å, which is referred to as soft-acid…soft-
base hydrogen bond [59] and expected to contribute signif-
icantly to the stabilization of α1. Moreover, the residues V3,
S5, A9 and T10 of α1 make strong VdW interaction with α3
(D68 and R75) and loop region, which connects the α1 and
α2 (K23 and T24) also stabilizes the α1 helical nature
(Fig. 1d).

N-terminal α2 and C-terminal α5

The N-terminal α2 contains a major (Nter-AGEVVRCLS-
Cter) and minor (Nter-EQSVA-Cter) helical segment and
C-terminal α5 (Nter-TLNGEISALTAEA-Cter) have two
to three turns in length. The minor helical segment of

Fig. 1 The predicted three
dimensional structure of ID1.
(a) ID1 structure with five
helixes named α1 to α5, which
contains HLH motif by the
residues of 66–106 (half of α3
and α 4 and variable loop
region), variable loop region
(80–90) responsible for
dimerization and a nuclear
export signal (98–111). (b) The
superimposition of ID1 HLH
motif with MyoD and E47 HLH
motif, which shows less RMSD
deviation in the HLH motif
(color codes: green-ID1,
blue-MyoD and orange-E47).
(c) Displays intra molecular
interaction of α4 with α3 and
variable loop region, which
explains the stability of the α4
in three-dimensional space. (d)
Folding nature of α1 seized by
making interaction with α3 and
loop connecting α1 and α2. (e)
The α2 and α5 have strong
hydrophobic interaction with
each other and retain their
helicity in three-dimensional
space
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α2 is not stabilized throughout the 50 ns MD simula-
tion studies, accordingly this segment is ignored for the
further helicity analysis. The helical nature of α5 is in
good agreement with the results of secondary structure
prediction (supplementary Fig. 1) done by PSIPRED. In
the case of α2, only QSVA region forms a helix in
secondary structure prediction, whereas in, I-TASSER
modeled structure of α2 helices formed by the residues
of A28-S36 described in Fig. 1e. This helical nature of
α2 is stabilized by making strong interaction with parallel α5
and adjacent α3. The G29 of α2 makes C-H…O interaction
with E135 ofα5 by a contact distance of 3.27Å and in another
hand, L139 CD2 of α5 makes C-H…O interaction with OG
S36 of α2 (3.02 Å). In addition, the CG group of E135 makes
C-H…N interaction with R33 with a distance of 3.22 Å. All
these soft-acid…soft-base interactions formed through
dispersion and polarization energy [59] rose between
the α2 and α5, which contributes to the stabilization
of each other. Moreover, the hydrophobic patch formed
by V31, V32 and L35 in α2 makes strong hydrophobic
and VdW interaction with α3 and α5. In view of that,
the L35 packed with Y73 of α3, like, V32 also makes
hydrophobic contacts with L132 of α5. Then, the hy-
drophobic V31 and M69 make VdW interaction with
D68 and E38 respectively. All these interactions con-
tribute for the stabilization of α2 and α5 helicity.

Molecular structure of ETS1

The crystallographic structure of ETS protein (PDB ID:
1GVJ) (Fig. 2a) was used to study the interacting mecha-
nism with p16INK4a promoter region and ID1. The structure
of ETS1 contains two regions (280–330 and 416–441) that
flank DNA-binding ETS domain (331–415) and inhibit
DNA binding. These two flanking regions are also called
two inhibitory α-helices and reside in the N-terminal (HI-1
and HI-2) and C-terminal (H4 and H5) region respectively.
The N-terminal inhibitory region HI-1(304–314) unfolds
when the ETS-1 binds to DNA, which is proven by protease
sensitivity and circular dichroism spectroscopy studies
[50, 51], and HI-2 (323–330) retains its structure, but
the orientation alters from inhibitory ETS-1 to active
form. The C-terminal inhibitory region contains a short
H4 (418–422) followed by a long H5 (426–433) helices
pack against N-terminal inhibitory region and vice versa
and also pack against with H1 of ETS domain, which
collectively forms an inhibitory module of ETS-1. The
auto-inhibition of ETS-1 might be relieved by interaction
with heterologous transcription factors. The ETS domain of
ETS-1 has four α-helices (H1, H1’, H2 and H3) and β-sheets
(B1, B2, B3 and B4) which holds a winged helix-turn-helix
element responsible for DNA binding [50].

Structure of p16 INK4a

The promoter sequence of p16 INK4a was referred [2], and
the three-dimensional structure is modeled using Discovery
studio using build and edit nucleic acid modules using
nucleic acid type: DNA-duplex and conformation: B-helix.
The mutation introduced in the sequence of -101 to -106
(AGGAAG mutated GG to TT) overlapping putative ETS-
binding site in the human p16 INK4a promoter showed a
reduced response to ETS2. Hence, the region -101 to -106
is the essential promoter region for the binding of ETS1 and
ETS2. Accordingly, the promoter sequence was built and
used for consequent analysis to understand the interacting
mechanism with ETS-1. The three-dimensional structure of
p16 INK4a promoter sequence is displayed in Fig. 2b with the
notation of 5’ and 3’ end.

Stability of the modeled ID1 and aptamer peptide ID1/3-PA7
by MDS

To assess the quality of the modeled ID1 and peptide
aptamer ID1/3-PA7, molecular dynamics calculation was
carried out for 50 ns. The parameters, energy minimization,
production MD and validation results are listed in Table 1,
which shows that the steepest descent energy minimization
of ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 is converged in the steps of 1124 and
759 respectively. The minimum and maximum potential
energies of ID1 and peptide ID1/3-PA7 illustrates that the

Fig. 2 Three dimensional structures of ETS-1 and p16INK4a. (a) ETS-1
structure contains ETS DNA binding domain (331–415 contains H1,
H1’, H2, H3, B1, B2, B3 and B4) with winged HLH motif (H2, loop
and H3) and flanked by N (H4 and H5) and C-terminal (HI-1 and HI-2)
auto inhibitory region. (b) The structure of p16INK4a promoter as DNA
duplex, which contains 5’-AGGAAG-3’ motif responsible for interac-
tion with ETS-1 protein
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models were energetically stable during the production MD
simulation.

Helical nature of ID1 protein

In order to evaluate the helical nature of the I-TASSER
modeled ID1, the φ and ψ values are retrieved from the
50 ns MD simulation for each helix and plotted in Fig. 3a to
e. In general, protein residues are classified as helical when
the backbone dihedral angles φ and ψ lie in a constricted
region of the Ramachandran plot, with φ between -95º and -
35º, and ψ between -15º and -70º. The sum of φ and ψ
values of helices also determines the type of helicity, when
the sum of φ and ψ angles on adjacent residues is ~-105º
adopts alpha-helical nature. For π-helix and 310-helix, the
sum of above mentioned angles is -75º and -130º respec-
tively [60, 61]. Accordingly, the helical α1, α2, α3, α4 and
α5 of ID1 lies in the generally allowed alpha-helix region of
Ramachandran diagram with the distribution of φ0[-110, -
35º] and ψ0[-70, 10º]. Figure 3a to e shows the majority of
each helical φ and ψ trajectory lies in the normal range
mentioned above. Then, the sum of the φ and ψ angles of
each helix through 50 ns simulation were also calculated.
The average sum values ofφ andψ for each alpha-helix α1,
α2, α3, α4 and α5 have -108.34, -98.94, -103.67, -104.96
and -105.59º respectively, which is closer to the value of an
alpha-helicity and confirmed through 50 ns simulation. In
addition to that, the residues of each helix of ID1 percentage
propensity to retain their helicity through 50 ns simulation is
calculated and is given in Fig. 4a, c, e, g and i for α1, α2,

α3, α4 and α5 respectively. Then, the backbone hydrogen
bond profile includes acceptor C 0 O to H-N donor pairings
for each helix, which is the determinant of the alpha-helices
that are also calculated through 50 ns MD simulation. The
normal hydrogen bond distance for an alpha helicity
requires a minimum donor and acceptor distance of 3.5 Å,
which is described in Fig. 4b, d, f, h and j for α1, α2, α3, α4
and α5 respectively. The inset picture of Fig. 4b, d, f, h and j
shows superimpose of α1, α2, α3, α4 and α5 at each 2 ns
MD simulation from starting conformation at 10 ns up to
50 ns (totally 20 conformation) respectively. From the res-
idues percentage propensity, it becomes evident that the
residues V3, A4, G6, S7, T8 and A9 of α1, maintain their
helical nature throughout their time scale, and their
corresponding hydrogen bond profile too, adds to the vali-
dation of their structural propensity to form α-helix (Fig. 4a
and b). Meanwhile, the helical percentage propensity and
the average classical hydrogen bonding pattern (n-n+4) of
α2 (major segment A28-S36) shows V31, V32 and R33
only stabilize their helical nature whereas the hydrogen
bonding pattern shows that it varies from 3.5 to 4.5 Å and
gets stabilized after 40 ns simulation (Fig. 4c and d). In
order to understand this deviation, we have prepared an
individual backbone hydrogen bonding profile for each
n-n+4 residue (A28-V32, G29-R33, E30-C34, V31-L35,
V32-S36 and R33-E37) and they are shown in supple-
mentary Fig. 3. This indicates that, the first three n-n+4
hydrogen bonding interactions formed between A28-V32,
G29-R33 and E30-C34 fluctuate more in their hydrogen
bonding profile, this may be the reason that average n-n+4

Table 1 The results of molecu-
lar dynamics simulation and
structural validation. The
parameters, energy minimization
steps, potential energy, RMSD
profile, Ramachandran plot and
ERRAT scores are listed
for both modeled ID1
and ID1/3-PA7

Protein and peptide ID1 ID1/3-PA7

Parameters and energy minimization

Grid cell (nm) 20×20×20 16×16×16

Number of SOL molecules 21734 10621

Volume (nm3) 679.337 323.267

Steps of steepest descents EM converged (Fmax <1000) 1124 759

Conjugate gradients: potential energy -1.1900560e+06 -5.6824750e+05

Molecular dynamics simulation results of 50 ns

Potential energy (kJ/mol)

Maximum potential energy -1072753.87 -488697.87

Minimum potential energy -1107915.25 -494860.90

Equilibration period (ps) ~10000 ps ~ 2000 ps

RMSD (nm) 0.50 0.65

Validation of lowest energy conformer: ID1 and ID1/3-PA7

Ramachandran plot assessment

Residues in favored region (% 84.7 70.6

Residues in additionally allowed region (%) 14.5 29.4

Residues in generously allowed region (%) 0.0 0.0

Residues in disallowed region (%) 0.8 0.0

ERRAT: overall quality factor 88.43 100.00
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classical hydrogen bonding pattern are shown as less effec-
tive. Nevertheless, the major segment of α2 is stabilized in
their backbone hydrogen pattern through V31-L35, V32-S36
and R33-E37 and retain their helicity with these residues.
Moreover, the helical nature of α3, α4 and α5 (α3: A55-
L76; α4: E93- N110; α5: N133- A141) are found to be
maintained throughout the time scale. Furthermore, the resi-
dues maintain per residue helical propensity values for more
than half period of the simulation time (Fig. 4e–j). These
results reveal the reliability of the modeled ID1 structure.

Structure of peptide aptamer ID1/3-PA7

The small peptide aptamer ID1/3-PA7 of 20aa length can in
general adopt any possible conformations in the actual

cellular conditions. However, upon interaction with its part-
ner, it has to adopt a permanent three-dimensional confor-
mation, which can even be considered as functional
conformation of the peptide. However, in respect to the in
silico analysis of exploration of such small peptides through
molecular dynamic studies, the requirement for the starting
3D structure can not be ruled out. So by any means, the
starting conformation for peptides has to be generated.

Fig. 3 The φ and ψ values of
each helix throughout 50 ns
MD simulation. The φ and ψ
values of alpha (a) helix- α1,
(b) helix- α2, (c) helix- α3, (d)
helix- α4 and (e) helix- α5. The
plot explains that, all the helices
are within the constricted region
of Ramachandran plot

Fig. 4 The residue percentage propensity and average n-n+4 hydrogen
bond length for alpha helix of ID1 protein calculated through 50 ns MD
simulation. The helicity per residues for ID1 of (a) alpha helix- α1, (c)
alpha helix- α2, (e) alpha helix- α3, (g) alpha helix- α4 and (i) alpha
helix- α5. The average n-n+4 hydrogen bond length for ID1 of (b) alpha
helix- α1, (d) alpha helix- α2, (f) alpha helix- α3, h) alpha helix- α4 and
(j) alpha helix- α5. The inset picture shows superimposition of helices at
each 2 ns MD simulation up to 50 ns for corresponding picture

b
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Amidst all available options, the idea of using the secondary
structure of the concerned peptide might prove useful and
reliable in predicting the starting conformation of small
peptides.

Accordingly, the structure of peptide aptamer ID1/3-PA7
was predicted to form alpha helix based on their secondary
structural prediction made by PSIPRED (supplementary
Fig. 2) and was modeled using the build module of
Discovery Studio. In order to explore the possible con-
formations, the 50 ns MD simulation was carried out.
The results indicate the transition of helices (7–16) to
coils in various time scales and toward the end of the
simulations, the transition in reverse direction from coil
to helices was also observed (Fig. 5). The distortions
and loss of helices are caused due to the changes
occurred in the backbone hydrogen bonding pattern in
the respective regions, as implied by the free rotations
in their φ and ψ angles. Obtained results indicate the
wide possibility for the peptide aptamer to adopt any of
the random coils to structured helical conformations in
the given cellular conditions.

RMSD profile and evaluation results

Figure 6a shows that the backbone RMSD profile of ID1
and ID1/3-PA7 attains equilibration after the 10,000 ps and

2000 ps and remains quite stable up to final production MD
with the maximum RMSD of 0.50 and 0.65 nm respectively.
The lowest potential energy conformation of ID1 and
ID1/3-PA7 was selected and retrieved for the validation
analysis, which confirms that these models had good
quality factors and were reliable for subsequent analysis
(Table 1). The RMS fluctuation of ID1 during 50 ns
MD simulation also calculated and described in Fig. 6b,
showed ID1 protein has four flexible regions. The extended
helical region of α3 (53–56) and loop connecting α2 and α3
(49–52) are more flexible, and the RMSD deviates from 0.4 to
0.75 nm and is considered as I flexible region in ID1. The
second region (II) 83–86 (variable loop region) has RMS
fluctuation up to 0.38 nm, which also includes PTLP motif
of L83 and P84. The extended α4 helix region and loop
connecting α4 and α5 are the third flexible region (III) with
RMSF ranges from 0.40 to 0.45 nm. The C-terminal loop
region of α5 (IV) also fluctuates up to 0.43 nm.

Essential dynamics (ED)

The principal component analysis (PCA) for ID1 and
ID1/3-PA7 was carried out to understand the conformity of
simulation period and structural RMSD equilibration for their
stability of the protein. For covariance matrix generation, the
trajectory of 25,001 frames was used with covariance matrix

Fig. 5 Structural folding of
peptide aptamer ID1/3-PA7 at
each 2 ns interval up to 50 ns
MD simulation
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Fig. 6 The results of molecular dynamics simulation and essential dy-
namics. (a) The backbone RMSD of ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 for 50 ns MD
simulation. (b) The backbone RMS fluctuation of ID1, which clearly
indicates four region of ID1 fluctuate more. Motion and projection of
trajectory by ED analysis are shown in (c) and (d), in which the motions

along with the first two, fifth, tenth and 20th eigenvectors obtained from
the protein coordinate covariance matrix for ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 respec-
tively. (e) The projections of the trajectory onto the planes defined by the
tenth and 20th eigenvectors from the protein coordinate covariancematrix
for ID1 (black) and ID1/3-PA7 (red)
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dimensions of 6849 for ID1 and 921 for ID1/3-PA7. These
dimensions were given by 2283 of ID1 and 307 of ID1/3-PA7
protein elements with sum of the eigenvalues 234.228 and
48.3541 nm2, respectively. The steep eigenvalue curve was
obtained by plotting the eigenvalues against the eigenvectors
of each ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 conformation, and it was noted
that around 90 % of the protein motion is enclosed by the first
20 eigenvectors. From these results, we observed that, most of
the internal motion of the ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 is limited to a
subspace with very small dimensions. In accordance to the
detailed analysis of the motion along with direction of eigen-
vector was gained by projecting the trajectory onto these
individual eigenvectors. The first three, fifth, tenth and the
20th projections of the protein trajectory onto the eigenvectors
obtained from the protein covariance matrix and plotted
against time for each of ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 during the 50 ns
simulation (Fig. 6c and d). Result of such analysis specifies
that, the motions of the protein attain their equilibrium

fluctuations in the first ten eigenvectors. Figure 6e demon-
strates the trajectory projected onto the planes defined by two
eigenvectors (the tenth and twentieth) from the protein coor-
dinate covariance matrix for ID1 and ID1/3-PA7, which are
strongly correlated and fill the expected ranges almost com-
pletely. These results point out that the sets are comparable
and there is no high projection noticed far from the diagonal.
From the results of RMSD profile and PCA analysis signifies
that, the modeled structures have extended stability in the
50 ns MD simulation and sequentially favors the selection of
these structures for further analysis.

Molecular docking analysis

In order to determine the antagonist activity of ID1 with
ETS-1 and ID1/3-PA7, the HADDOCK docking simulation
was performed to attain the structural insights into these
complexes. The transcriptional regulatory role of ETS-1

Table 2 The HADDOCK docking results of ID1-ETS-1, ID1-ID1/3-PA7 and ETS-1-p16INK4a complexes

Bio-molecular
Complexes

ID1 and
ETS-1

ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 ETS-1 and p16INK4a

Haddock scores
and energies

Internal energy complex (kcal mol-1) -11079.3 -6160.3 -3023.58

Binding energy (kcal mol-1) -12711.1 -10168.4 -11964

Evdw (kcal mol-1)A -67.78 -47.136 -64.74

Eele (kcal mol-1)A -664.15 -302.08 -671.38

Buried surface area (Å2) 2188.97 1528.53 1797.43

Haddock analysis of
best bio-molecular complexes

Interacting residues ID1 ID1 ETS-1

T82, V92, E93, Q96, H97,
D100, Y101, R103, D104,
L107, E108, A144, C145, P147,
A148, D149, D150, R155

T82, P84, R87, V92, Q96, H97,
D100, Y101, R103, D104, L107,
E108, D150, I152, R155

P334, Q336, L337, W375,
K379, K388, R391, G392,
R394, Y395, Y396, Y397,
D398, G407, R409

ETS-1 ID1/3-PA7 p16INK4a promoter

S332, G333, P334, Q336, W375,
K379, N380, K381, K383, E387,
K388, L389,R391, R394, Y395,
D398, K399

L1, A10, L12, C14,
H15, R18, W19, M20

DA19, DG20, DG21, DA22,
DA23, DG24, DT33, DT34,
DT36, DT37, DG43

Validation for bio-molecular complexes

Ramachandran plot assessment

Residues in favored region (%) 86.6 84.5 87.0

Residues in additionally allowed
region (%)

11.4 13.5 13.0

Residues in generously allowed
region (%)

0.8 0.0 0.0

Residues in disallowed region (%) 1.2 2.0 0.0

ERRAT

Overall quality factor 95.16 86.71 99.25

A The nonbonded energies were calculated with the OPLS parameters using an 8.5 Å cut-off

DA: deoxy adenine, DG: deoxy guanine, DT: deoxy thymine
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with p16INK4a was also determined by the docking analysis.
Based on the intermolecular energies of the docked com-
plexes, the best cluster was selected and showed low (<2 Å)
RMSD deviations compared with the entire cluster, which
signifies that the structure of each selected complex is very
stable. The HADDOCK scores and energies, interacting
residues and validation results of each bio-molecular com-
plex are given in Table 2.

ID1 and ETS-1 interaction

The ID1 and ETS-1 complex with the lowest intermolecular
energy (vdw and elec) of -731.93 kcal mol-1 was selected for
interaction analysis. The DIMPLOT analysis of these com-
plexes (Fig. 7a) exposes that the amino acid residues HLH
motif: loop region (T82), α4 (V92, E93, Q96, H97, D100,
Y101, R103, D104, L107 and E108) and C-terminal residue

Fig. 7 The bio-molecular
complexes obtained by HAD-
DOCK docking simulation. (a)
The HLH motif and C-terminal
region of ID1 forms an interac-
tion with ETS DNA binding
domain containing winged
helix-turn-helix motif of ETS-1
protein. (b) The interacting
complex of ID1 and with ID1/
3-PA7 displaying the interac-
tions between HLH motif and
C-terminal region of ID1 with
ID1/3-PA7 peptide aptamer.
The hydrogen bond and VdW
interaction are shown in
zoomed picture, color code
green represents ID1, yellow
for ETS1 and gray for ID1/3-
PA7. Other inter-molecular
interactions also shown in stick
representation
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A144, C145, P147, A148, D149, D150, C154 and R155 of
ID1 is involved in HBs and VdW interactions with the resi-
dues in the Winged helix-turn-helix (H2:- W375; Loop:-
K379, N380, K381 and K383; H3:- E387, K388, L389,
R391, R394 and Y395) motif, the loop connecting HI-1 and
H1(S332, G334, P334 and Q336) and D398 and K399 of ETS
DNA binding domain containing ETS-1 protein (Ta-
ble 2). In addition, the H97 of ID1 makes the strong
π-cation interaction with K381 of ETS-1 by the distance
of 4.19 Å whereas W375 of ETS-1 makes weak π-
cation interaction [62] with R103 of ID1 with a distance
of 5.14 Å (Fig. 7a). From the above mentioned inter-
acting residues W375, K379, E387, K388, R391, R394,
Y395 and K399 of ETS-1 are proven to be responsible
for binding with the promoter region of DNA to carry
out its transcriptional regulation activity [50], which is
strongly restrained by ID1 interacting residues such as
H97, D100, R103, D104, L107, A144, C145, D149,
D150 and C154. The buried surface area of 2188 Å2

provides more interface regions for the complex forma-
tion. The binding attraction for this process is extremely
high, as predicted by docking scores, thus providing
insight into the importance of ID1 in terms of antagonist
activity against ETS-1. The validation results (Table 2) also
expose the strength of the complex. These results indicate the
clear enumeration of antagonist activity of ID1 against ETS-1
through its inhibition of DNA binding of ETS-1 with its
partner.

ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 interaction

From the cluster of ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 interaction
study, the best complex was selected in terms of lowest
intermolecular energy (-349.21 kcal mol-1) (Fig. 7b). In
this complex, the HLH motif (loop:- T82, P84 and R87;
α4:- V92, Q96, H97, D100, Y101, R103, D104, L107
and E108) and C-terminal loop (D150, I152 and R155)
of ID1 makes strong HBs and VdW interaction with L1,
A10, E11, L12, G13, C14, H15, R18, W19 and M20 of
ID1/3-PA7 peptide aptamer, which is a strong inhibitor
of ID1 [27] in ovarian cancer. In addition, H97 makes
strong cation-π and π-π interaction with W19 with a
distance of 4.5 and 4.0 Å respectively (Fig. 7b). The
residues of T82, V92, Q96, H97, D100, Y101, R103,
D104, L107, E108 and R155 of ID1 which makes
strong interaction with ETS-1 is restrained by ID1/3-PA7
peptide aptamer. The buried surface area of 1528 Å2 invokes
for the high possibility of interaction between this complex, as
shown by the HADDOCK docking solution and energy score.
The quality of the bio-molecular complex was evaluated using
the Ramachandran plot (>84 % of the residues are in the

favored region) and ERRAT (86.71 % of an overall quality
factor) score.

ETS-1 and p16 INK4a promoter interaction

The ETS DNA binding domain of ETS-1 binds to
AGGAAG core binding motif of p16INK4a promoter elements
with a lowest intermolecular energy of -736.12 kcal mol-1

(Fig. 8). The residues of ETS-1 resides in the loop region of
HI-2 and H1 (P334, Q336 and L337), helix H2 (W375 and
K379), helix H3 (K388, R391, G392, R394, Y395, Y396,
Y397 and D398) and a β-hairpin loop formed by β3 and β4
(G407 and R409) makes HBs and VdW interaction with
virtually identical bases (DA19, DG20, DG21, DA22, DA23
and DG24) and other bases (DT33, DT34, DT36, DT37 and
DG43) in p16INK4a promoter region. As like ETS1-S-EBS
complex (PDB id:2NNY) [50], the H3 triplet residue R391,
R394 and Y395 of ETS-1 are flanked by a series of DG21,
DA22 and DG24 of p16INK4a to make DNA sugar backbone
interaction, and insert itself into the DNA major groove [51].
Moreover, one of the triplets R394 forms cation-π interaction
[62] with imidazole ring of DA22 present in the p16INK4a

promoter region with a distance of 5.79 Å respectively
(Fig. 8). All these interactions and the high buried surface
area (1797 Å2) of these complexes, supports the strength of
interaction, which might lead to the activation of tumor sup-
pressor p16INK4a and in turn activates apoptosis. The valida-
tion result also indicates the quality of the complex structure
(Table 2).

Though, the structural level evidence for the interaction
of ID1 with ETS-1, ID1 with ID1/3-PA7 and ETS-1 with
p16INK4a is not available. In our study, the interaction of
ID1with its partner provides an insight into the molecular
interactions and the key hot spot residues responsible for
their antagonistic role played in p16INK4a transcriptional
regulatory pathway.

Alanine scanning mutagenesis

The hot spot residues of ID1, which are responsible for its
strong interaction with ETS-1 and ID1/3-PA7, were identi-
fied through alanine scanning mutagenesis analysis. The
ID1-ETS-1 and ID1-ID1/3-PA7 bio-molecular complexes
are submitted to DrugScorePPI [54]. This tool search for
interface residues of complexes and mutates them to alanine
individually and finds the effect of this mutation on the
binding free energy of the complexes (ΔΔG). The server
produces the results with positive values of ΔΔG for poten-
tial hot spot residues [54]. Based on the results of such
analysis, the mutant residues of ID1 such as V92A, E93A,
D100A, Y101A, R103, D104A, L107A, D149A, D150 and
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I152A are identified as potential hot spot residues based on
their ΔΔG score (Fig. 9a). Similarly, the ID1-ID1/3-PA7
complex mutational analysis shows the residues D100A,
Y101A, R103A, D104A, L107A, D150A and I152A as
potential hot spot residues (Fig. 9b). From both the complex
mutational studies, the residues D100, Y101, R103, D104,
L107A, D150 and I152 of ID1 are identified as potential hot
spot residues crucial for forming and stabilizing the bio-
molecular complexes. Hence, these residues are considered
to be potential residues and play the role in ETS-1 mediated
p16INK4a regulation.

Stability of ID1 with ETS-1 and ID1/3-PA7 complex

The docked ID1 with ETS-1 and ID1/3-PA7 complex grasp
energetically stable conformation and it is confirmed by the
molecular dynamics studies. The hot spot residues of ID1
responsible for its crucial role played with ETS-1 and ID1/3-
PA7 were shown to be stable throughout the 50 ns MD simu-
lation. The conformational changes between these complexes
are monitored by the backbone RMSDs of each complex with
respect to its initial structure. The RMSD profile of these
complexes were shown in Fig. 10, which demonstrates the

RMSD of the ID1 with ETS-1 complex attains their equilibri-
um after the 10 ns (10,000 ps) with the maximum RMSD of
0.60 nm, whereas ID1 with ID1/3-PA7 complex shows maxi-
mum RMSD of 0.40 nm after an equilibrium period of 10 ns
(10,000 ps). The potential energy of the ID1 with ETS-1 and
ID1/3-PA7 are -1.27×106 and -7.02×105 respectively, and
shows the complex stability in terms of lowest energy.

Contact profile of ID1-ETS-1and ID1-ID1/3-PA7 simulated
complex

The interactions harbored by the identified hot spot residues
of ID1 are found to be stabilized throughout the time scale
of simulations. In ID1-ETS-1 complex (Fig. 11a), the hy-
drogen bonds formed by E93, D100, D104 and D149 were
stable, while the interaction played by the remaining ones
was lost due to the changes in the interacting conformation.
Similarly, the VdW contacts made by T82, V92, E93, H97,
D100, Y101, R103, D104, L107, D149, D150 C154 and
R155 of ID1 with P334, W375, K379, N380, K381, E387,
K388, R394 and Y395 of ETS-1 are found to be in the
normal range. Moreover, the interaction of ID1/3-PA7 (L1,

Fig. 8 The ETS DNA binding
domain of ETS-1 forms molec-
ular interaction with promoter
region of p16INK4a. The inter-
actions are displayed in stick
representation and the hydrogen
bonds are drawn in black dotted
line. Other inter-molecular
interactions formed between
these complexes are also given
in stick representation
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L8, E11, L12, H15, W19 and M20) with the aforementioned
identified hot spot residues of ID1 also maintains their VdW
interactions (Fig. 11b). The average bond length and standard
deviation of each contact are given in supplementary Table 1.
The stability of the observed interactions indicates their strong
contribution tomaintain the individual components as a strong
complex for propagating their molecular function.

The structural mechanism of ID1 and ETS-1 in p16INK4a

regulatory pathway

The docking and simulation analysis of ID1 with ETS-1 and
ID1/3-PA7, and docking studies of ETS-1 with p16INK4a

provides an insight into the molecular mechanism of
p16INK4a regulatory pathway leading to apoptotic process.
The structural level schematic model for the involvement of

Fig. 9 The graph represents the
ΔΔG value of each hot spot
residue mutated to alanine and
indicates the change in free
energy binding in the given
complexes. (a) ΔΔG of ID1-
ETS1 complex and their hot
spot residues. (b) ΔΔG of ID1-
ID1/3-PA7 complex and their
hot spot residues. The positive
ΔΔG values represent the po-
tential hot spot residues contri-
bution in bio-molecular
complexes

Fig. 10 The backbone RMSD profile of ID1 with ETS-1 and ID1/3-
PA7 simulated complexes
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ID1 in the regulation of p16INK4a through the inhibition of
ETS-1 protein is given in Fig. 12 with the three central bio-
molecular interactions. The step 1 bio-molecular interaction
is a normal process, in which the ETS DNA binding (H1,
H1’, H2, H3, B1, B2, B3 and B4) of ETS-1 proteins iden-
tifies the 5’-AGGAAG-3’ core motif of p16INK4a and regu-
lates the expression of p16INK4a which in turn activates the
apoptotic pathway by inhibiting the CDKs. The oncogenic
property of ID1 forms type 2 bio-molecular interaction in
ovarian cancer cell, in which ID1 via its HLH motif (α3,
loop and α4) makes tight interaction with the DNA binding
region of ETS-1 and subsequently inhibits the normal

expression of p16INK4a, which prevents the activation of
the apoptotic pathway. As an approach to understand the
effect of ID1 inhibition, the 20 amino acid peptide ID1/3-
PA7 construct was used, and it binds at the ETS-1 binding
region of ID1, which prevents ID1 from binding with ETS-1
and consequently, the p16INK4a will be expressed.

Conclusions

Understanding the interacting mechanism of ID1 with tran-
scriptional regulatory proteins provides structural insights

Fig. 11 The HBs and VdW
contact profile of simulated
complexes. (a) The contact
profile of ID1 with ETS1
complex. (b) Contact profile of
ID1 with ID1/3-PA7
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for the expression of p16INK4a in CDK pathway. Accord-
ingly, the structure of ID1 and ID1/3-PA7 has been pre-
dicted, and analyzed for their stability and reliability of
the structure through 50 ns molecular dynamics simula-
tion. The molecular interaction between ID1 with ETS-1
and ID1/3-PA7, and ETS-1 with p16INK4a was analyzed
using HADDOCK docking simulation. From this analy-
sis, the hot spot residues of ID1 (HLH motif) responsible
for their strong interaction with ETS-1 and ID1/3-PA7
peptide aptamer were identified, and also confirmed
through the alanine scanning mutagenesis. The oncogenic
role of ID1 against ETS-1 will be restrained by the pep-
tide aptamer ID1/3-PA7 which is proven in the experi-
mental analysis and our results also support these
interactions. The stability of the ID1 with ETS-1 and
ID1/3-PA7 bio-molecular complexes were analyzed using
50 ns MD simulation. The abovementioned results of
docking simulation studies describes the molecular inter-
action of ID1 with ETS-1 in the p16INK4a regulatory
pathway by three types of the reaction mechanisms. These
intermolecular interacting mechanisms provide an insight
to the structured based drug design in the future to treat
ovarian cancer.
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